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A GLOBAL PRESENCE
Thanks to the total quality of
he basis of the success of a company is
Ltd., which takes care of some specific sectors
its machines, Ghiringhelli can
knowing the market, and being present on
in order to assure a better control of the local
satisfy whatever productive
it, to satisfy the various demands on the terrimarket and a targeted marketing action of our
demand worldwide.
tory. If the market is then international, a comgrinding machines».
pany must attentively, and even more, adopt
SOME EXAMPLES
a policy to satisfy the pre-and the after sales
Supplying market represents a committing challenge but also a
area, both the direct and indirect channel. In both cases, in fact, the
main task always consists in providing customers with competent privilege, a constant boost to grow and to devise unceasingly new
engineering solutions to face and to solve specific problems. This ideas in order to supply increasingly performing and competitive
policy has always been successfully pursued by the Italian company technical solutions. Among the cases of technical themes faced,
Rettificatrici Ghiringhelli, headquartered in Luino (VA), which, with some examples implemented by Ghiringhelli are particularly sigover 95 years of constant activity, is a historical reality in the Italian nificant. Regarding a prestigious historical customer, are interesting both the development and the recent installation of centrepanorama of machine tool manufacturers. It has always stood out in
less grinding machines, intended for various manufacturing sites
the design and implementation of high tech and very high precision
spread in China, primary suppliers for the automotive (Tiers1) to
centreless grinding machines. Due to the quality, the reliability and
the services offered, it has consolidated its presence on interna- the respective European parent company. The centreless grinders
have been customized to allow the high-automation production
tional scale among the primary leader producers of these types of
with differentiated families, for the grinding of shafts mounted on
machines, with a current export share grazing 90% and more than
gearboxes used in different types of engines, in steering systems
3,000 centreless grinding machines delivered in 30 Countries in the
world. Ranking as “international company” is a well-known matter and in other groups too. The supplied machines are integrated into
the previously delivered grinders, improving not only the demanded
by Ghiringhelli, in particular for the important and strategic Chinese
market. The presence in China dates back to 1992, with several productivity qualities, but also improving the general efficiency and
reliability of the manufacturing line. The grinding machines are in
dozens of centreless grinders successfully installed. From the very
fact developed to operate on more shifts, even unattended. The
beginning this presence has been in synergy with the renowned
designed machines belong to the renewed range of models called
representative Freeson Co. Ltd., whose collaboration has conAPG, acronym in Italian of Ghiringhelli High Precision and a matter
solidated in time to grant all pre-and after sale aspects, obviously
of pride of the company’s production in Luino. Configured with 6
with the local support of Chinese engineers constantly trained by
CNC machine axes, they are equipped with a grinding wheel head,
Ghiringhelli.
«Today, our presence in China is even more widespread and effec- with spindle rotating on 3 hydrodynamic bearings with Michell systive – explains Patrizia Ghiringhelli, Managing Director of the com- tem, wheels with maximum OD of 610 mm for a width of 300 mm,
pany - Freeson is joined by a second sales organization, Forco Int. maximum motor power of 30 kW, constant peripheral speed ➥
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up to 63 m/s and automatic wheel balancing. The machine bed
is made of synthetic quartz as guarantee of stiffness and high
material absorption, low thermal inertia and perfect total ecological balance. On the machine fully enclosed, they have integrated a
feeding system, designed by Ghiringhelli, composed by conveyor
and gantry loader equipped with 3 CNC controlled axes. Besides,
Ghiringhelli is developing two distinct models for the supply to two
major Chinese Groups, still in the automotive industry. The first is
conceived for the grinding of components of injection systems for
diesel engines characterized by much stricter grinding tolerances
than previous versions’. Diameter precisions under 1.5 micron and
maximum admissible shape errors of even few tenths of micron are
expected, all granted with high manufacturing rates and without the
aid of post-process measuring devices.
«The need of reducing the tolerances –explains Marco Barzaghi,
Sales Manager of Rettificatrici Ghiringhelli – is mainly due to the
customer’s requirement of improving on one hand the technical performances of the engines where the new generation of injection fuel
systems will be mounted and consequently reducing the consumptions and the emissions of cars’ exhaust gases». The design of APG
centreless grinding machines proved to be winning also in this case,
using CNC 6 axes machines, fitting grinding wheels OD 508 mm
and 250 mm width, motor power up to 22 kW, and loading/unloading system designed by Ghiringhell and conceived for throughfeed
operations.
The second design concerns the grinding of different parts intended
for the fuel injections systems of gasoline engines. In this case, the
technical issues to be faced involve very complex implementation
characteristics in terms of profile and expected final piece geometry

➥
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and special super-abrasive wheels are used for some of them.
«For this important customer – specifies Barzaghi – we have configured centreless grinding machines of the compact M100 series,
highly suitable for the finishing of small-size accurate pieces. The
range is developed on a monolithic cast iron machine bed standing
out for excellent thermal stability and vibration absorption».
Fully covered by the fume extraction hood, with a very compact
and accessible design, it is equipped with grinding wheel head with
hydrodynamic spindle that allows the installation of wheels with
OD 406 mm maximum and width 130 mm, motor power up to 10
kW, maximum constant peripheral speed of 50 m/s and automatic
wheel balancing. All centreless grinding machines are equipped with
CNC Siemens 840D SL, which integrates the exclusive Ghiringhelli
software platform characterized by diagnostics, wheel-profile libraries, cycle programming, statistical calculations for value correction
during cycle, preventive maintenance, remote control and they are
ready to be integrated into the manufacturing systems complying
with the end-users requirements of Industria 4.0.
«These are only some of the practical examples that Rettificatrici
Ghiringhelli has developed and develops for the automotive industry. – ends Patrizia Ghiringhelli – Sector always considered strategical and outstanding for us, since it represents about 70% of the
global turnover of our company. Moreover, on the Chinese market
we are going on providing centreless grinders for the aerospace,
the hydraulic and the tool industry. Thanks to our skills in supplying
customized, performing and innovative “turn-key” solutions we are
highly appreciated by both private and governmental companies ».
Rettificatrici Ghiringhelli takes part in CIMT 2017 exhibition at Hall
W1, Stand 213.
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RETTIFICATRICI
GHIRINGHELLI – NEW
APG-S CNC6A CENTRELESS
GRINDING MACHINE
Among the numerous models
of centreless grinding machines
produced and proposed by Ghiringhelli S.p.A. in Luino (VA), Italy,
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stands out the new high-technology range APG-S CNC6A, which
w` >««V>ÌÃ  Û>ÀÕÃ ÃiVÌÀÃ i >ÕÌÌÛi] >iÀÃ«>Vi]
bearings, electric motors, textile,
and tools. The new grinding maV i] >ÌÕÀ> iÛÕÌ v Ì i
«ÀiÛÕÃi]ÃÀi«iÀvÀ}]
fully compliant with the principles
of eco-compatibility and minor
energy impact and is ready to
be integrated into the producÌÛi ÃÞÃÌiÃ V«Þ} ÜÌ  Ì i
end-users requirements of Industry 4.0. In particular, the APG-S
series has a synthetic quartz maV iLi`}À>Ì}Ì>LiÛLÀ>tion absorption and low thermal
iÀÌ>] ÀiiÛ>Ì ÀiÃÃÌ>Vi Ì
pressure and especially a perfect

ecological balance. The grinding
machine can be equipped with
grinding wheel with maximum
width of 250 mm, OD of 508 mm,
motor power up to 22 kW and
max. peripheral speed of 63 m/s.
The combined control wheel has
an OD of 305 mm with maximum
torque of 11 Nm.
All centreless grinding machines
v Ì Ã ÃiÀiÃ >Ài «ÀÛ`i` ÜÌ 
` }À>Ì} Ì i LiÃÌ iÛÀmental protection from fumes,
oil mistes, and coolants and are
equipped with all state-of-the art
mechanical, electrical and elecÌÀV`iÛViÃÌ >Ì}À>Ì } «Àicision, reliability and repeatability
in grinding cycles. Some optional
accessories complete the machine equipment such as gantry
loaders or anthropomorphic integrated robots, hoppers, feeders,
unloading and ejection systems,
mechanical pneumatic or laser
«ÃÌ«ÀViÃÃ i>ÃÕÀ} `iÛViÃ]
>Ã Üi >Ã V>Ì wÌiÀ} ÕÌÃ]
Û>VÕÕÃÞÃÌiÃ]Ü iiL>>V}
units and cameras for the piece
control and orientation.
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